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Pentkhaus

Ultra-Modern 4-Bedroom Cluster Home In For Sale
In Oaklands
Mexico, Ciudad de México, Ciudad de México, , , 2192,

TSINA PRODAZHU

$ 435904.00

 386 qm  7 kimnaty  4 spal?ni  3 vanni kimnaty

 3 poverhy  3 qm zemel?na
ploshcha

 3 avtomobil?ni
mistsya

Ephraim Zaslansky
Firzt Realty

Johannesburg, South Africa - Mistsevyy Chas

27 11 731 0300
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 This brand-new, ultra-modern cluster of four bedrooms has all the bells and whistles. This custom dream home has all you could ask for in a

comfortable, opulent residence.

Your paradise is accessible by a double front door that is connected to the grand garden entry. A skylight at the entrance provides warmth and

light to the space. An incredible kitchen suited for Gordon Ramsay and Jamie Oliver, complete with an electric oven, gas stove, scullery pantry,

and exquisite high gloss Nieman touch kitchen cabinets and fixtures. A large covered patio with tiled floors and a designer garden with irrigation is

accessible through aluminum doors. Exquisite flow between the kitchen and reception areas enable lavish yet carefree entertaining. Porcelain tiles

elevate the mood, while recessed lighting and bulkhead ceilings add to it!

The 4 bedrooms are so bright, spacious and warm with beautiful cupboards and en suite bathrooms. Two of the bedrooms feature a Jack and Jill

bathroom. The bathrooms have showers and tubs and are a work of art, modern, luxurious and stylish featuring the finest finishes.

Bedrooms feature quality laminated floors… Seeing is believing.

The main bedroom is opulent and bright, and the top has a generous dressing room. Lovely, light and spacious.

Hugest linen cupboard in passage.

The cherry on top is a borehole in these trying times!

Superior staff accommodation and double garage. Plenty of off-street parking.

Irrigation, solar heating, inverter ready, underfloor heating.

I’m totally bowled over by this magnificent superlative home.

Close to motorways and access routes, religious houses, Oaklands shopping Centre, good schools and Norwood mall.

You will be the envy of all your friends, If you are a discerning buyer and you believe that you deserve only the very best, please phone me to

arrange a viewing.

Dostupnyy Z: 20.11.2023

Poverkh: 4 Poverkhy: 4 Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Avtomobil?Ni
Mistsya: 4

Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Typ: Ofis

Zruchnosti

ID ID majna Kimnata dlya pokoyivok Pryymal?na Zona

Zruchnosti Na Vidkrytomu Povitri

Tsilodobova Okhorona Harazh


